
This is the first history of the commissioners for paving the streets  
of Dublin, commonly known as the Paving Board, looking at the  
organisation’s formative years from the viewpoint of one of its most  
important officers, the surveyor Thomas Owen. From the 1770s to the  
mid-19th century the Paving Board were responsible for the paving,  
lighting and cleansing of the city. Granted sweeping powers by the Irish 
parliament, this organisation tackled problems still familiar to modern  
Dubliners such as traffic congestion, street paving, road works, waste  
removal, public lighting and anti-social behaviour. Prior to its foundation, 
the maintenance of Dublin’s streets was a haphazard affair; the Paving 
Board took this misbalanced system and placed the city under one  
organisation capable, in theory, of helping the rapidly growing city cope 
with the changes it encountered. Their legacy can still be seen today  
throughout Dublin’s historic core. 
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“A fascinating study of the  
impact [of surveyors] on the  
rapid growth of Dublin and  
environs in the Georgian period 
… the book brings the character 
of the surveyors, artists, frauds 
and rogues to life like the cast  
in a Sheridan play.” – Context

“A revelation for anyone who 
loves old maps of Dublin.”  
– Irish Arts Review   
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Eloquently describing the  
remarkable history of Dublin’s 24 
bridges, from the oldest surviving, 
Mellows Bridge (1768), to the 
newest, Rosie Hackett Bridge 
(2014), this book is full of striking 
photographs, as well as  
reproductions of old maps and 
illustrations. 
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